
Retractable awnings, shades, canopies, glass railings, aluminum decks, and so much more . . .

ENJOY outdo or  LIVING



A new generation of  SHADE...
                                …flawlessly designed, expertly manufactured, and professionally installed 

Precision made by Craft-Bilt Manufacturing Company, a leading 
American manufacturer of home improvement products since 1946, 
Aristocrat® Awnings, Shades, and Canopies are manufactured 
utilizing the latest advancements in technology, electronics, and 
engineering. The result is beautifully crafted and long lasting  
products truly worthy of their Aristocrat name.  

Our customers tell us that they choose Aristocrat because of the quality and 
durability of our offerings and the longevity of our company. Meticulous care is 
taken in each step of the manufacturing process to ensure that everything leaving 
the factory meets your and our high standards. There’s a reason why we offer the 
strongest warranty in the industry, including 12 years on our Craft-Bilt Northport 
fabrics and a lifetime transferable warranty on frames. 
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RETRACTABLE AWNINGS
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“We had an Aristocrat Awning at our last house and wanted another one for our new home. We always say to not mess with 
success. With how much we loved the first one, buying the second was an easy decision. Thank you for a quality product.” 

William and Barb Sagan, PA

Decks and patios are the perfect place to spend quality time with your family, entertain 
your friends, or just relax on warm, sunny days. Under the cool shade of an Aristocrat 
Awning, you can continue to enjoy the outdoors, even on the hottest days of summer. Relax 
outside where an awning will protect you from the damaging rays of the sun. 

Our awnings also add beauty and value to your home. With multiple models, features, 
options, custom sizes, and over 100 exclusive designer fabrics, you can select the  
perfect awning to complement your home while fitting your individual needs, style,  
and budget.

Did you know that awnings:
• Block harmful UV rays that cause skin cancer by as much as 94%
• Reduce indoor temperature by as much as 15 degrees
• Reduce solar heat gain from windows during direct sunlight by as 

much as 70%
• Cut cooling costs by as much as 52%
• Protect your furnishings and artwork from fading
• Protect wood decks from fading and cracking
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Enhance your home’s appearance with our 
window, door, and porch awnings or the sleek 
elegance of drop shades 
Window and porch awnings protect your home’s valuable furnishings from 
fading. They also substantially lower air conditioning costs by blocking 
the summer sun from heating your window glass and bringing that heat 
inside your home. Door awnings provide shade and shelter, keeping your 
entryway dry and clear of debris. Choose from a variety of models, sizes, 
and over 100 exclusive fabrics to add a distinctive look to your home. 

WINDOW / DOOR / PORCH AWNINGS  •   DROP SHADES
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COTTAGE® AWNINGS
Drop-arm retractable awnings 
allow you to control the amount of 
the sun’s light and heat entering 
your home. They can be adjusted 
to any position, blocking sun 
glare whether it’s in the morning, 
afternoon, or early evening.

DROP SHADES
An economical addition to your 
favorite outdoor areas, drop 
shades add protection from the 
sun and create additional privacy 
on your porch, deck, or patio. 
They can roll up and retract into 
a sleek cassette when not in use.

STATIONARY AND 
BASKET AWNINGS 
Above your doors, windows, or 
porches, these stylish awnings 
provide year-round protection 
from sun and rain. They will also 
complement your home’s exterior 
and withstand the elements.

“We love the look of our window awnings. They are so easy to open and close. All we have to do is push a button.” 
Carol DeSimone, CT
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EXTERIOR SOLAR SHADES
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Glass windows and doors allow you to enjoy your natural surroundings, but they  
also let in heat from the sun and increase your cooling costs. Solar shades improve  
the efficiency of your windows and doors by filtering out the sun’s heat before it 
reaches the glass. They also add privacy while preserving your beautiful view of  
the outdoors.

Our exterior solar shades are custom manufactured to cover your windows and doors 
with a variety of cassette and guide options, sizes, colors, and exclusive designer 
fabrics to keep the sun out!

Control the sun’s heat before it hits your windows

“My solar shades are absolutely perfect for my west-facing 
deck. They keep the afternoon heat and sun to a minimum. 
I chose a color that even matches the siding and trim of my 
house. I love them.”

Randall Krentz, WI
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HORIZONTAL SHADES

Most shade products protect you from overhead sun, but the morning and 
evening sun can be just as harsh. Horizontal shades are pulled sideways, 
so you and your family can enjoy morning coffee, lunch, or dinner without 
squinting from the glare of the sun. With semi-transparent screen fabric or 
non-transparent, solution-dyed acrylic, add privacy to your outdoor areas 
or obscure less than perfect views. Simply pull the shade from its side 
cassette and hook it onto either a wall or floor-mounted post.

Horizontal shades have numerous applications. They can be mounted to 
your existing structure, an Aristocrat Canopy, Tension Shade System,  
or wall-mounted to add side shade under your Patio Awning.

The easy-pull system and roller wheel enables the shade to easily glide 
across the ground. A safety brake will stop the shade from rolling up if it is 
accidentally released, preventing damage to the fabric. 

Add privacy and sun protection from the side
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Our Solar Shade Series II “Zipper System” creates a completely closed retractable screen room, 
keeping out unwanted pests while dining or simply enjoying 
the outdoors. With the touch of a button, transform your 
porch, patio, or garage into a screen room. When not in use, 
the screens retract inside a protective cassette, opening up 
your space to the outdoors. With motorized screens, you can 
have the best of both worlds at the touch of a button. Enjoy 
an open porch or garage when you want one and a screen 
room when you need one. 

Transformable spaces . . . go from an open porch, patio,  
or garage to a screen room in seconds
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MOTORIZED SCREENS  •   Z IPPER SOLAR SHADES



CANOPIES •  PERGOLA CANOPIES •  UNDER-PERGOLA SYSTEMS
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Aristocrat’s innovative canopy system offers vacation-like comfort 
in the convenience of your own backyard. Our freestanding 
canopy can be placed almost anywhere in your yard, offering 
a secluded spot to enjoy the outdoors. When mounted to your home, they provide 
added sun protection where you sit and relax most often. The under-pergola canopy 
system can be installed beneath existing pergolas or structures to provide additional 
shade. Canopies are a flexible shading solution for any outdoor living space - on your 
deck or patio, in the yard, or by the pool. 

The added shade will provide comfort and protect you and your loved ones by 
blocking up to 94% of UV rays that can lead to skin cancer. 

• The addition of decorative rafters transforms a canopy into a pergola canopy

• Choose from over 100 exclusive designer fabrics  

• Side curtains or solar shades can be added on any or all sides for additional 
privacy and sun protection

Create your own tranquil oasis - cool, 
covered, and comfortable
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Transform your outdoor living space into a 
shady retreat

“It looks great and really cools our deck when extended.” 
                                                                 Charles Jorgenson, IL  

Reclaim the outdoors from the sweltering sun with our newest innovation in 
shade solutions, the TS and TS2. They add a contempory look and feel to the 
traditional awning and with some of the largest fabric spans, are engineered 
to cover spacious decks, patios, pergolas, or glass roofs. It’s an efficient way  
to enjoy summer days without the heat and harmful rays of the sun.  

TENSION SHADE SYSTEMS
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With the push of a button, fabric glides smoothly 
along the rigid framework and when shade is no 
longer needed, the fabric retracts into its cassette, 
where it is protected from the elements.

Custom manufactured with over 100 exclusive 
designer fabric options, it’s easy to find a style 
that suits your home. 

With two Aristocrat Tension Shade Systems (TS 
and TS2) to choose from, pick the model that best 
fits the needs of you and your family. 

TS

TS2

• Must be mounted above or below an existing 
structure

• Perfect for adding shade to pergolas, glass 
roofs, or alcoves

• Can be mounted above an existing structure 
or to a wall or roof with a leg support frame

• Horizontal shades or solar shades (series II) 
can be mounted to the TS2 leg system
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ALUMINUM AND GLASS RAIL INGS (FRAMED •  FRAMELESS)
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Add the perfect complement to 
your home with Aristocrat Aluminum 
and Glass Railings. When quality 
and durability matter, these fully 
engineered structural railings are a 
stylish addition for your primary or 
vacation home. Beautifully crafted 
and maintenance-free, our railings 
are custom built on-site to provide a 
seamless blend with the architecture 
of your home. Options include 
aluminum pickets, framed glass, or 
frameless glass to enjoy views with 
less obstructions. Our railings offer 
an unparalleled level of safety  
and security.

Increase the beauty and elegance of your home’s exterior 
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WATERPROOF ALUMINUM DECKS

Aristocrat’s revolutionary, maintenance-free aluminum deck is unlike any other 
product on the market. Made of extruded aluminum, the deck boards will outlast 
any other deck material available, including wood, plastic, vinyl, or composite! 
The boards join together under a pressure-locked 
seal. In the unlikely event that any moisture gets 
past  the pressure lock, there is a built-incontinuous  
gutter in each board to carry it away so under                    
the deck stays dry and clean. Aluminum is also  
cool to the touch and less likely than other 
materials to hold heat from direct sunlight.         
Never paint, stain, waterproof, or fix warped, 
rotting boards and popping nails again. It’s the 
deck that lasts and lasts for decades!

Put on the LAST DECK you’ll ever own!
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SCREEN ROOMS  •  PATIO COVERS  •  CARPORTS

Rediscover all that is wonderful about outdoor living 
Breezy screen rooms make it easy to enjoy the serenity of the outdoors without worrying about unpredictable weather or the nuisance of insects. Add comfortable living 
space to relax and enjoy being outside in the fresh air. Patio Covers shield you from harsh sun and rain and help protect your furniture from fading and weather damage. 
A less expensive alternative to a garage addition, carports offer protection from sun, rain, and snow as you load and unload your vehicle in inclement weather.



PRODUCT SPEC SHEETS ARCHITECTURAL SPECIFICATIONS  
available upon request RETRACTABLE PATIO AND DECK AWNINGS
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At Aristocrat, we pride ourselves on being a little different from other shade product companies, and those differences are important. Our products feature options and choices that 
allow you to customize your shade product.

ESTATE FRAME OPTIONS

Base model With tray With back, hood, and 
tray

Our most popular awning, 
the Estate, can come as a 
base model; with a tray; with 
a hood and tray; or with a 
back, hood, and tray.

BROAD LINE OF PRODUCTS

Base-model EkoFull-cassette VillaFull-cassette Manor

FLUSH MOUNTED

Estate and Manor Awnings are 
flush mounted to your facade 
providing a lower-profile 
appearance and preventing rain 
and debris from getting behind 
the awning and damaging or 
soiling the fabric. 

SHADE PRODUCT ACCESSORIES

Light Kit

LED lights attach to 
the awning’s arms 
to illuminate your 
outdoor area

Sun and Rain SensorWind Sensor   

Automatically 
opens and closes 
the product when 
wind, sun, or rain   
is detected 

Vario Valance - Available on Estate and Estate Slim-Fit

Control shade products 
from Android or Apple 
smartphones or tablets, 
even when not at home 

Somfy myLinkTM

Screen or acrylic fabric 
drops from front profile        

5’ 1” to 20’ width 
52” max drop 
11’ 6” max projection

MOUNTING OPTIONS

Wall mount Soffit mount Roof mount

Roof Mounting Bracket

Mounting Bracket

a

a

a

Width 
Available in 1” increments

6’ 11” to 41’ 5’ 1” to 14’ 7” 17’ 6” to 23’

Projection
4’ 11”  •  6’ 7”  •  8’ 2” 

9’ 10”  •  11’ 6”  •  13’ 1”
6’ 7”  •  8’ 2”  •  9’ 10” 

11’ 6”  •  13’ 1”
14’ 9”  •  16’ 5”  

Requires telescoping legs (included)

Base model • Tray (greater than 18’ width) 
Hood & Tray (greater than 23’ width) 

Base model Tray

Tray (18’ width or less)  
Hood (23’ width or less)  •  Back Tray  •  Hood  •  Back Hood

Frame Color         White          Sandstone         Earthstone  White

Steel square bar

Aluminum square bar

Operation Manual • Motorized (powered by                )

Fabric Solution-dyed acrylic

Valance 11 standard styles  •  Custom styles •  Lettering options

Accessories Wind sensor  •  Sun and rain sensor  •  Vario valance  •  Light kit  •  myLinkTM Light kit • myLinkTM (Must be present to add or remove legs)

Base Model  •  Semi Cassette Base Model • Semi Cassette Semi Cassette 

Fits narrow spaces Extra-Long Projection

ESTATE ESTATE SLIM-FIT ESTATE XLP

Telescoping legs attach to 
mounting plates after the 
awning is fully extended 

PROJECTION

W
IDTH

Standard

Optional

Standard

Frame

Optional

Frame 
Support



RETRACTABLE PATIO AND DECK AWNINGS COTTAGE® AWNINGS • DROP SHADES • BASKET AWNINGS
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Width 
Available in 1” increments

7’ 9” to 23’ 6’ 7” to 23’ 6’ 11” to 23’

Projection 6’ 11”  •  8’ 6”  •  10’ 2”
4’ 11” • 6’ 7” • 8’ 2” 

9’ 10” • 11’ 6” • 13’ 1”
4’ 11” • 6’ 7” • 8’ 2” 

9’ 10” • 11’ 6” • 13’ 1”

Base model
Cassette 

Tray (greater than 18’ width)
Hood • Bottom cover  

Tray (greater than 18’ width)

Hood with tray Tray (18’ width or less) Back  •  Tray (18’ width or less)

Frame Color     White          
     White          Sandstone      

    Earthstone

Steel square bar Awning doesn’t require 
a square bar

Steel square bar

Aluminum square bar Aluminum square bar

Operation Manual • Motorized (powered by                )

Fabric Solution-dyed acrylic

Valance
11 standard styles  •  Custom styles 

Lettering options
11 standard styles  •  Custom styles  •  Lettering options 

Valance included but not attached 

Accessories Wind sensor  •  Sun and rain sensor  •  Light kit (Eko only)  •  myLinkTM

   

Base Model • Semi Cassette Full Cassette Full Cassette 

EKO VILLA MANOR

Standard

Optional

Standard

Optional

Frame

Frame 
Support

WINDOW / PORCH AWNINGS DROP SHADES

Width 
Available in 1” increments

3’ to 32’ 3’ to 16’ 3’ to 32’ 3’ to 16’ 2’ to 20’ 2’ to 20’ 4’ to 18’

Projection/Drop
24”  •  31”
39”  •  47”

63” 

24” •  31” 
39” • 47” 

63” (manual 
only)

3’ 1” to 16’ 
Available in 1” increments

 

3’ 1” to 8’ 
(motorized)

3’ 1” to 9’ (manual)
Available in 1” increments 

12” to 72” 
(projection cannot be larger 

than two times the drop)

Available in 1” increments

12” to 72” 
(drop and projection 

must be equal)

Available in 1” increments

12” to 72” 
(drop & projection 

must be equal, 
projection cannot 

exceed half the width) 
Available in 1” increments

White Fixed Frame Retractable frame • Fixed frame

       Desert Sand        Earthstone        Sandstone        Quaker Bronze
Additional custom colors available

White

Operation Manual • Motorized (powered by                )..................... N/A Retractable options: Pull cord or manual gear

Fabric Solution-dyed acrylic Solution-dyed acrylic • Screen fabric Solution-dyed acrylic

Valance 11 standard styles  •  Custom 
styles  • Lettering options N/A 11 standard styles  •  Custom styles  •  Lettering options

Accessories Sun and rain sensor  •  myLinkTM myLinkTM (Must be present to secure 
or detach bottom hooks)

N/A N/A N/A

   

No cassette With cassette

No cassette

With cassette

Drop-Arm Retractable Awnings Vertical Shades

WIDTH

PROJECTION

WIDTH

DR
O

P

With cassette

No cassette

Standard

Optional

Frame 
Color

Cassette closed

Variable drop, width,
and projection

DR
O

P

WIDTH

PROJECTION

No cassette With cassette

BASKET AWNINGS

Variable width • Equal drop
and projection

Traditional 

DR
O

P

WIDTH

PROJECTION

STATIONARY RETRACTABLE • STATIONARY

Ribbed Rounded

Traditional

Ribbed Rounded

Awnings gather up - 
they do not roll



SOLAR SHADES
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SOLAR SHADE SERIES I

One cassette size with four guide options

Width / Projection 
Available in ¼” increments

3’ to 14’
Small Cassette:  3’ to 9’  • Large Cassette:  3’ to 16’ 

(wider than 13’: motorized only, 8’ max drop)

Drop / Height 
Available in ¼” increments

2’ 1” to 10’  •  Track with awning: Projection 20” Small Cassette:  2’ 1” to 8’  • Large Cassette:  2’ 1” to 12’

Guide
4mm stainless steel cable  •  10mm stainless steel rod 

Track  •  Track with awning
Track  •  Zipper

White       White          Desert Sand         Earthstone

      Desert Sand          Earthstone          Sandstone          Quaker Bronze 
Additional custom colors available

Sandstone            Quaker Bronze
Additional custom colors available

Operation Manual • Motorized (powered by                )

Fabric Solution-dyed acrylic  •  Screen fabric

Accessories Sun and rain sensor  •  myLinkTM

Additional 
Information

Units can be joined together  
(manual up to 18’ and motorized up to 55’) 

N/A

Cable Rod Track Track  with  Awning

DR
O

P

WIDTH

PROJECTION

WIDTH

DR
O

P

Optional

Standard

Frame 
Color

HORIZONTAL SHADES  •  SCREEN ROOMS • PATIO COVERS • CARPORTS
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SOLAR SHADE SERIES II

Width / Projection 2’ 1” to 13’ 
Available in 1” increments

Drop / Height 3’ 6” to 8’ 
Available in 1” increments

Guide Mounting post attaches to wall or floor

White

    Desert Sand          Earthstone 

Sandstone           Quaker Bronze 
Additional custom colors available

Operation Manual

Fabric Solution-dyed acrylic  •  Screen fabric

Accessories N/A

Two cassette sizes with two guide options
Horizontal Shade

Standard

Optional

Track 

Motorized Screens

Track with Zipper
Opening unit to latch 
onto a floor post

Mounting post attaches to 
wall or floor

DR
O

P

WIDTH

HE
IG

HT

PROJECTION

Frame Color

SCREEN ROOMS • PATIO COVERS • CARPORTS

Frames
Heavy-duty aluminum with maintenance-free                         

finish that never needs painting

Colors        White            Desert Sand            Earthstone

Roof 
Panels

Fully engineered, code-compliant  
roof panels: 3”, 4-½” and 6”

Built-in, color-matched gutters

Screen 
Rooms

Swing style door with lock

1-¾” aluminum panel or screen kneewall

1-¾” or 3” full frames with fiberglass, aluminum, 
pet screen or “no-see-um” screens 

   

HORIZONTAL SHADES



CANOPIES AND UNDER-PERGOLA CANOPIES
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CANOPY UNDER-PERGOLA CANOPY

Width 
Available in 1” increments

3’ 1” to 23’

Projection 
Available in 1” increments

3’ 1” to 18’

   Height
 Top of frame 
  to mounting  
    surface

8’ 6” (up to 18’ wide)  •  8’ 9” (widths wider than 18’) N/A

8’ 10” to 11’ No height restrictions for existing structures

White          Earthstone

Desert Sand          Sandstone          Quaker Bronze 
Additional custom colors available

Mounting Freestanding  •  Wall  •  Roof Mounts under existing pergola, alcove, or other structure
Operation Manual • Motorized (powered by                )

Fabric              Single layer: Solution-dyed acrylic • Double layer: Solution-dyed acrylic / vinyl  material

Accessories Sun and rain sensor  •  myLinkTM

Side Options 
on any or all sides

    Built-in Side Curtains from 3’ 1” to 18’ wide; 
    Solar Shade Series II and Horizontal Shades    
    are also available

    Solar Shade Series I and II, Horizontal Shade,    
    and Drop Shade products can be mounted    
    to an existing structure

   

The addition of rafters  
turns a Canopy into a  

Pergola Canopy
(rafters available for  
all canopy sizes)

WIDTH      gf

“WIDTH” is measured 
on the draped side  
of the canopy unit

Canopy      
shown        
installed     
under an 
existing 
wood pergola

a

HE
IG

HT

WIDTH
PROJECTION

Retractable Canopy and Pergola Canopy Under-Pergola Canopy System

a

WIDTH

PROJECTION

Aluminum structure with fabric trolley unit Fabric trolley unit only

a

a

Standard

Standard

Optional

Optional

a

Frame 
Color

TENSION SHADE SYSTEMS

ABOVE existing 
structure

Tension 
guides on  
side of unit

TENSION SHADE (TS) TENSION SHADE STRUCTURE (TS2)

Width 
Available in 1” increments

5’ 1” to 20’ 5’ 1” to 23’

Projection 
Available in 1” increments

4’ 1” to 15’ 6’ 9” to 20’

   Height
 Top of frame 
  to mounting  
     surface

  N/A 8’ to 11’ (wall mount with legs only) 

 No height restrictions for existing structures

White          Earthstone

N/A Desert Sand          Sandstone          Quaker Bronze 
Additional custom colors available

Mounting Mounts above or below existing pergola, glass roof, or structure Mounts above existing pergola, structure, or to a wall with legs
Operation Motorized pulley system (powered by                ) Motorized gas cylinder (powered by                )

Fabric Solution-dyed acrylic
Accessories Sun and rain sensor  •  MyLink

Side Options 
On any or all sides

Solar Shade Series II or Horizontal Shade products can be mounted   
to unit’s support structure or to an existing structure a

a

Fabric cassette only Fabric cassette with or without legs

Mounts to existing structures only

BELOW existing structure

PROJECTION

WIDTH

Tension 
guides 
inset 12-36” 
from edge  
of unit

a

HE
IG

HT

WIDTH

PROJECTION

Mounts to a wall or roof with legs or above existing structures

Standard

Standard

Optional

Optional

Installed above      
an existing structure 
or pergola

Frame 
Color
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Colors Ivory          Fashion Gray          Antique Bronze 

Finish
NON-SKID - Heavy-duty powder-coat finish with embedded texture 

for non-skid performance. 

Materials
Maintenance-free, high strength extruded aluminum. Coated with 

durable baked-on finish - eliminates painting and staining. 

Fasteners Hidden fasteners eliminate worry about nails or screws popping.

Deck 
Boards

  • Join together under a pressure lock to form a  
    gapless floor with waterproof* joints 
  • Built-in continuous gutter system in each board for  
     water management 
  *Decking should not be used as the sole roofing solution over enclosed living space, consult installation guide

ALUMINUM DECKS • ALUMINUM AND GLASS RAILINGS 
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A.  Arm shoulder pitch adjuster - stainless bolts, extruded and drop-forged components 

B.  Fabric tray - keeps fabric tight as it moves, minimizes roller tube sag, and protects fabric  

C.  Heavy-duty springs - maintain the right tension to keep fabric beautifully taut 

D.  Heavy-duty elbows - dual cables wrapped in vinyl for extra durability

E.  Front profile bracket - Teflon® coated for a smooth, quiet glide 

F.  Integrated gutter system - front profile channels water out the front of the awning

Square bar support - 40mm galvanized steel (Manor/Estate/Eko)

Heavy-duty mounting brackets - on all models (Manor/Estate/Eko/Villa)

Heavy-duty shoulder assemblies - in place of square bar (Villa)

Stainless steel fasteners - durable and covered with color-matched caps for a sleek look

Baked-on enamel and powder coated - no maintenance finish 

Limited lifetime transferable warranty - on awning frame

Craft-Bilt fabric collection - world’s finest selection of exclusive solution-dyed acrylic fabrics

Fabric sewn exclusively with translucent GoreTM Tenara® thread lasts the lifetime of the fabric 

Craft-Bilt Fabric Guarantee - against rot, mildew, and variations in dimensional stability and color 

12-year warranty on Craft-Bilt Northport fabrics 
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Our awning has it!

INDUSTRY LEADING WARRANTIES
Shade Products - Covered by a limited lifetime 
transferable warranty against manufacturer’s defects 
on frame components, 12-year warranty on Craft-Bilt 
Northport fabrics, 12-year warranty on moving parts, and 
5-year warranty on motors, gears, and electronic controls.

Aluminum and Glass Structural Railings - Covered 
by a 10-year manufacturer’s warranty on aluminum 
components, including frames, posts, rails, and pickets. 

Patio Covers and Carports - Covered by a 15-year 
manufacturer’s warranty on workmanship and materials.

Aluminum Decks - Covered by a limited lifetime 
transferable warranty. See full warranty for details.

 

When you purchase an Aristocrat product, you can 
feel confident that your investment will stand the test 
of time. Craft-Bilt Manufacturing Company has earned 
a reputation for integrity, quality, and reliability by 
upholding the manufacturing and service standards set by 
our company founder, Bud Stone, in 1946. 

Bringing you quality products begins with our workforce. 
We emphasize this focus in our mission statement: 
Enthusiastic Employees . . . Flawless Performance . . . 
Delighted Customers.                                                                                      
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RECYCLED
COMPOSITE 

UNFINISHED 
PRESSURE TREATED 

WOOD
ALUMINUM

106O98O 114O 115O 116O 124O

SOLID
COMPOSITE 

VINYL
DECKING

STAINED 
PRESSURE TREATED 

WOOD

NO

During a test performed at 86o in direct sunlight, decking surface temperature registered:

• Painting • Staining • Waterproofing • Splintering • Cracking • Rotting  
• Warping • Decaying • Knot Holes • Bonding and Glue Issues  

WATERPROOF ALUMINUM DECKS ALUMINUM AND GLASS RAILINGS

Sizes
Post sizes: 2 1/4”, 3”, 5 1/2” square  

Picket widths:  5/8” or 1 1/2”

Colors     White         Desert Sand         Earthstone         Black

Picket and 
Glass Panels

Fully engineered structural railings in your choice  
of color-matched aluminum pickets or  

tempered glass panels.

Top Rails

Unique crossover designed handrails run over the  
posts for a straighter, stronger railing with fewer  

joints than other systems.  
Single or double top rails available.

Glass Panels
Tempered glass panels. Clear, tinted, or frosted.  

½” thick glass. Heavy wall glass channel  
with deep pocket contains the glass.

Lights
     Built-in LED lighting 
     available for added   
     safety and security.

A.D.A. Railings can be built A.D.A. compliant.

     

    TRADITIONAL PICKET              FRAMED GLASS      FRAMELESS GLASS

Extruded aluminum OUTLASTS wood, vinyl, or composite board decks 
or any vinyl membrane.

Aluminum decks look great for decades.  

NON-COMBUSTIBLE - Aluminum will NOT ignite, burn, or degrade from UV rays

COOL TO THE TOUCH - Aluminum won’t hold heat like other materials



To learn more about Aristocrat Awnings,  
Shades, and Canopies CALL TODAY!
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